Abstract -In this paper, 1 a new distribution, named POCA, is introduced for modeling envelope fluctuations due to fast fading in indoor environments. The main motivation has been the small number of scatterers in those environments, which makes
However, as is pointed out, 1 for indoor propagation channel the number of scatterers is usually small. So CLT does not hold and it does not make sense to consider [1, eq. (4.6-28)] or its special cases like Rayleigh, Rice, ..., as the envelope PDF for indoor environments. In order to find a suitable indoor envelope PDF, we may consider any of the following three approaches which have mainly been used for modeling the envelope PDF in other propagation environments. Each of them has its own advantages and disadvantages, not discussed here due to space limitations:
Model-free approach: In this approach no assumption is made about the physical mechanism that generates envelope fluctuations. Usually a known and flexible PDF with two or three parameters is picked up and then its appropriateness is verified by doing statistical goodness-offit tests on real data. Weibull and lognormal PDFs are two examples of this kind, used for indoor channels [2] . Stacy PDF [3] is also promising for indoor environments. More suitable candidates may be found in [4] [5] . A more general method is to consider an infinite orthogonal expansion for the envelope PDF and then obtain the first few coefficients from data, as is done in [6] for statistical modeling of radar cross section using Legendre orthogonal polynomials. Since envelope is a positive-valued random process, Laguerre polynomials constitute the natural set of orthogonal basis for expanding the envelope PDF [7] .
Random-vector-model approach:
Here each multipath component is considered as a random vector with random length and angel. Then the superposition of multipath components at the receiver corresponds to the addition of random vectors. In this way, finding the envelope PDF reduces to calculating the PDF of the resulting vector. There are a couple of numerical and analytic methods for calculating the PDF of the resulting vector (see [7] and references therein).
Expansion in terms of Laguerre polynomials is discussed in [7] , along with a numerical example.
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Non-Gaussian I-Q approach: According to a comprehensive literature survey reported in [8] , only few authors have considered joint non-Gaussian PDFs for I and Q components, and then have derived the envelope PDF for different applications [1, eq. (4.7-15) ] (see also [9] ) [10] [11] [12] . Although the envelope PDF is not discussed in [13] and [14] , the joint PDF of I and Q components there is expanded in terms two-dimensional Hermite polynomials. The envelope PDF can be easily obtained afterwards, which in fact is a generalization of the result reported in [1, eq. (4.7-15) ].
The approach taken 1 for modeling the indoor envelope PDF falls into the third category, i.e.
non-Gaussian I-Q approach. Basically they 1 have considered I and Q components as two independent and identically distributed random variables with t PDF, i.e. (7) 1 . Then they have derived the PDF of the envelope, named POCA, in (12) 1 . In what follows, several comments regarding POCA PDF are provided. Unless otherwise mentioned, the same notation and terms 
in (1) 1 is approximately Gaussian with mean 0 and standard deviation 1. Note that when n is small, there is no simple closed-form PDF for z, contrary to the claim 1 that z has the t distribution. Actually the t distribution appears in another way. Let y y n 1 ,..., introduced above be also Gaussian. Then y is a Gaussian variable with the same mean and standard deviation as above, i.e., µ 0 and s n , respectively. Let s 2 be the unbiased
Then, for any arbitrary n,
is exactly t-distributed [15, pp. 133-134] (note that ζ and s are defined here). If the drop the assumption of Gaussianity for y y n 1 ,..., , the variable ζ will no longer be t-distributed. Based on the above discussion, it is not clear how the authors 1 have
proposed t PDF for I and Q components, as far as no Gaussian variable is considered. , respectively: of n (depicted in Table I 1 with shadowing) for each data set is the one that yields minimum value for X 2 . So far, the authors 1 have presented an ad hoc method for estimating σ and n of POCA.
If just for a moment we suppose that POCA is a good PDF for indoor environments, the ad hoc method for estimating POCA parameters may be useful in practice. In fact, because of the complicated form of POCA PDF, the maximum likelihood estimators for its parameters must be quite involved. The crucial point is that once the X 2 statistic is utilized for parameter for the simple BER expression of binary DPSK, it seems very hard, if not impossible, to express average BER in a closed form, assuming POCA fast fading for the envelope. Therefore, if for a moment we assume that POCA has strong theoretical and experimental supports, we should look for a simple PDF with few parameters that can reasonably approximate POCA PDF.
9) Those entries of Table I 1 which are listed under the title "Office" don't comply with the corresponding curves in Fig. 3 . 1 10) Although not so important, in some cases common letters are used for different quantities, 1 for example, α for both envelope in (8b) 1 and confidence level, v as the parameter of t-distribution in (7a) 1 and also as the number of degrees of freedom for chi-square distribution, k for the number of weak scattered waves, summation index in (13)- (15), 1 and number of subintervals in (16) . 1 Of course most of them can be correctly identified from the context.
